News Break Scavenger Hunt

Sunday’s News Break challenges you to hunt through the **Sunday, October 28, 2018** print replica of The Seattle Times to find answers to the following questions.

1. In the past five years, the number of aircraft flying into Seattle-Tacoma International Airport — one of the fastest growing in the U.S. — increased almost 30 percent and annual passenger traffic jumped from 35 million people to _____ million. Big new airport facilities are under construction, and plans for further expansion, including a second passenger terminal, are taking shape. (MAIN)

2. Fueled by an unprecedented infusion of cash from out-of-state political groups, Washington’s 8th Congressional District race between Dino Rossi and Kim Schrier has surpassed $____ million in spending — making it one of the costliest House races in the country. (MAIN)

3. A rider on horseback herds bison on Saturday during an annual roundup on Antelope Island on the Great Salt Lake in Utah. State Parks workers move the animals so what three things can be done? (MAIN)

4. An American tourist from Louisiana helped stop a hammer-wielding thief who unsuccessfully tried to steal the Magna Carta at Salisbury Cathedral, working in tandem with a church employee to prevent the man from escaping. What is the Magna Carta? (MAIN)

5. “Day of the Dead” is a celebration to honor whom? (NW SUNDAY)

6. A Washington state lawmaker has been sued by two constituents who argue their First Amendment rights are being violated because they’ve been banned from doing what? (NW SUNDAY)

7. It took losing whole fingernails at practice before Newport senior Jenna Martz found a coating as tough and innovative as she is on the football field. She’s one of a growing number of girls across the nation who continue to chip at barriers for women and girls in _______________. (SPORTS)

8. Millennials are doing things differently from past generations, especially when it comes to their cash. According to a 2018 study by Bank of America, _____ percent of millennial couples keep their finances separate — compared with 11 percent of Gen Xers and 13 percent of baby boomers — and when considering starting a family, finances have a major impact. Not only that, but 25 percent of millennials polled in the B of A survey noted that finances are a top source of tension in their household, which may be one reason millennial couples are keeping some of their assets separate when getting married. (BUSINESS)

9. This 1962 Ferrari 250 GTO recently sold for $____ million — a world record for a public sale. (THE MIX)

10. Due to customer demand, the Pumpkin Spiced Latte shed its caramel color and artificial flavors in 2015 in favor of actual pumpkin and natural plant-based coloring. Unfortunately, what didn’t change is the sugar — a
grande contains ______ grams, which is more than ______ teaspoons.
This year is the 15th anniversary of the PSL. (THE MIX)
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1. 47 million (MAIN, A1)
2. $25 million in spending (MAIN, A1)
3. They can be weighed, tagged and given health checkups. (MAIN, A2)
4. Salisbury’s Magna Carta is one of four existing specimens of the 1215 charter that established the principle that the king is subject to the law. It is considered the founding document of English law and civil liberties and influenced the creation of the U.S. Constitution. (MAIN, A4)
5. The memory of loved ones and to reconnect the living with the departed. (NW SUNDAY, B1)
6. Commenting on the state lawmaker’s Facebook page. (NW SUNDAY, B2)
7. Sports (SPORTS, C1)
8. 28% (BUSINESS, D2)
9. $48.4 million (THE MIX, E1)
10. 50 grams of sugar; 12 teaspoons (THE MIX, E19)